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Editor Marian Lazar
BGSA is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization under
section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Donations are tax deductible.
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BGSA Celebrates 30 Years of Advocacy
Annual Meeting - April 19
This year’s annual meeting speaker was Keelin Purcell, Associate Director of Rose
Kennedy Greenway Programs. She spoke on the use of sustainable landscape
practices to meet environmental needs. Jean Stringham was honored for her
commitment to the Alliance. Then President Arlene Mattison thanked John Bain,
Chair of the Parks and Recreation Commission, for his long years of service.
John Bain has served the Town of Brookline as a Park Commissioner for almost 30
years! First appointed to the Park and Recreation Commission in 1990, he assumed
the Chairmanship in 1995. He has seen and led an amazing evolution in our Brookline Parks. He has championed recreation opportunities and has become an eloquent
spokesperson for the importance of open space in the quality of life of Brookline citizens. He not only expresses his conviction that our parks and playgrounds add significantly to our quality of life, but he leads a Commission that is run in a most open
and democratic manner. The Park & Recreation Commission meetings encourage
citizen participation and they are working to improve their accessibility by looking
into ways to use technology to provide even greater dialog. John is to be admired for
the Commission’s Design Review process and the Commission’s interest in giving
everyone the ability to be heard.
We want to recognize John’s commitment and service.  

Annual meeting speaker,
Keelin Purcell.

Jean Stringham

Cake celebrating BGSA’s
thirty years of advocacy for
Brookline’s parks and open
spaces.

John Bain

BGSA Position on 9th School at Baldwin

L

and is a community resource held by the Town
for all its citizens. Open space in the community
benefits young and old, providing recreational
opportunity as well as a natural respite from the
urban environment. Green space mitigates the heatisland effect. It also helps with stormwater runoff
from intense rainfall events by enabling recharge
of ground water. Recognizing such benefits, the
Selectmen approved the No Net Loss of Open Space
Policy recommended in the 2005-2015 Brookline
Comprehensive Plan.
The Town’s Open Space Plan lists a deficit of green
space per number of population. As school enrollment grows and new residences are built, our need
for open space only increases. Additionally, many
of our parks and fields are built on wetlands and as
such their availability for use is restricted by weather
conditions. Brookline’s public land is very limited
in our urban suburb. While we would like to see no
diminishing of any open space, we need at least to be
extraordinarily attentive to the protection of public
land. As other needs for the community arise, we must
purchase private property to respond to those building
needs. With wise purchases, siting may better meet
the Town’s needs and building costs might be competitive with building on current Town open space.
In the long-run the real cost to the community by
not preserving parks and open space is losing something that cannot be replaced.
The choice of the Baldwin School and its schoolyard
and playground for the site of a new school and the
paving of green areas of Soule Park for school parking
are at odds with these declared Town policies.
A No Net Loss of Open Space policy does not allow
parks and open space to be viewed as a “land bank,”
to be drawn on whenever need arises. Instead, parks
and open spaces are a vital community resource that
affects the quality of life in the Town.
In January 2016, the Selectmen’s Climate Action
Committee (SCAC) issued a Memorandum on
climate-related issues arising out of the site selection
for the 9th Elementary School. While the SCAC
acknowledged that the site selection involved many
complex issues, it wanted to go on record with the
key issues related to climate change. The Memorandum specifically recommended avoiding the use of
existing parkland and open space for the development
of the new school, minimizing the loss of mature
trees, and evaluating the suitability of the building
site as the long- term climate change impacts unfold.

While the School Department must find ways to
meet the demands of an increasing school-age population, building a larger footprint on school property
may be one of its most pragmatic, although imperfect, options. In the case of a significantly larger new
school at the current Baldwin site which will require
the loss of dozens of mature trees and substantial
changes to the land formation, the School Department is planning to take advantage of a Town park
on the adjacent property where significant land on
the Soule Park site will be paved over for driveways,
drop-off area and parking lots. Article 97 protection of the historic Soule Park and the vigilance
of the Park & Recreation Commission to protect
noteworthy park features such as the puddingstone
outcropping and the wall designed by Frederick Law
Olmsted will somewhat lessen the negative impacts
on the Park. However, reserving use of the Park for
school use detracts from its current mixed use (Green
Dog, neighborhood park, town-wide recreational
space) and represents a loss of access to open space
usable for the general public.
Article 97 protection of parkland in Massachusetts
requires purchase/procurement of offsetting open
space/recreational land to compensate for loss of existing protected parkland. Acquisition of comparable
land, however, can be problematic.
So we are left with protecting our natural/outdoor
recreational assets in the light of other needs. BGSA
stands for wise choices that hurt the environment
as little as possible - preservation of large swaths of
land that provide for natural habitat, net zero energy
buildings, removal of as few healthy mature trees as
possible and a vigorous replanting program, minimizing the use of artificial surfaces, encouraging walkability and accessible neighborhood parks, no net loss
of open space.
The creation of a new school is a major investment
for the Town. The site chosen should not violate
policies adopted for the long-range health of Brookline. Proper analysis, investment, and creativity
including such things as looking at all parking alternatives, will best meet the Town’s needs. Building
on green space without regard to the environment
and the recreational needs of citizens young and old
is not the kind of problem-solving to which an intelligent community turns. Protecting our green spaces
is vital to the health of the Town.
This statement has been submitted to the Brookline Board of Selectmen and School Committee.
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Changing the Landscape
building a new school on the Baldwin site
What can be lost?
Rolling hillsides, playground and old growth oaks

Proposed plan for 9th school at Baldwin

Wooded knoll and puddingstone outcropping

Natural turf playing field
and wooded slopes
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Olmsted designed
stone walls

When is a Playground Not a Playground?
In the last two issues of PLACE we have followed the ongoing case of a playground
in Westfield MA. For many years, land acquired in a tax taking was used as a playground. A federal Land and Water Grant was used to improve the property. In 2011
the city decided to use the site for a new school. Abutters sued to preserve the playground. They lost on narrow rulings in the lower courts. These narrow interpretations of Article 97 land protection placed open space and parks across the Commonwealth in jeopardy. The Supreme Judicial Court heard arguments in the case on April
6, and a decision is due this summer. The Conservation Law Foundation (CLF)
filed one of several amicus briefs, which is summarized below. This case will affect
Brookline properties that have not been protected by deed restriction, including
the Baldwin Playground.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT BY CLF
Land originally acquired by the state or a municipality for non-Article 97 purposes
can be subsequently designated for Article 97 purposes in a manner sufficient to
invoke that article’s protection by means other than a deed or other recorded
restriction. Nothing in the language or purposes of Article 97 limits the means by
which such a designation can be made to only a recorded instrument. Thus, land,
like the subject playground, may be sufficiently designated for Article 97 purposes
by other, non-recorded means. Open space in Massachusetts, including parks
and playgrounds, serves important public purposes with significant public health,
economic, and ecological value. Among other things, open space provides drinking water protection, flood control and protection, and climate change mitigation,
and contributes to the Massachusetts economy in terms of jobs, business growth,
taxes, tourism, and other revenue. Thus, sound public policy dictates that the
state and its political subdivisions be permitted to designate such lands for Article
97 purposes by means other than a recorded instrument. The means by which
the City designated the playground for Article 97 purposes, including passing an
ordinance recognizing the land as a playground and naming it as such, accepting a
federal grant to upgrade the land where the grant required a plan stating that land
developed with grant funds becomes
protected under Article 97, and endorsing a plan identifying the land as
open space, were sufficient to invoke
the protection of Article 97. Further,
the City unambiguously dedicated the
playground to a single public purpose:
outdoor recreation. Therefore, under
the prior public use doctrine, the land
cannot be transferred to the City’s
school department without legislation
authorizing the City to do so.

Proposed plan for the 9th school
with overlay showing land that was
improved with a federal Land and
Water Grant

Conclusion: For all these reasons,
Conservation Law Foundation urges
this Court to reverse the decision of
the Superior Court, enter judgment in
favor of Appellants, conclude that the
land on which the Cross Street Playground is located is subject to Article
97 of the Massachusetts Constitution,
and prohibit the City’s proposed transfer of the land.
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Answering the
question: How
does a thoughtfully
designed park
strengthen a
community?

Educating Future Park Advocates
The Importance of Parks to the Community

G

ood Neighbors is a program hosted by Fairsted, formerly the Olmsted’s
landscape design firm’s offices and now a National Historic Site. Frederick
Law Olmsted, the 19th century landscape architect, saw his profession as a
means to design “natural” spaces to promote physical health and spiritual well-being
and bring together all the members of the community for a shared experience. This
program brings learning to life through a series of carefully sequenced, hands-on
projects. Using the thematic focus of Parks for People, students solve real-world
problems using knowledge and skills from language arts, science, art, mathematics and social studies. This integrated approach engages all learners. Participating
students learn why parks are important for people, and begin to imagine their own role
in the care and stewardship of these special landscapes.
After an introductory classroom visit by a Park Ranger, the students
travel to Fairsted. There they explore the restored landscape to learn how
design decisions affect the character and function of a place; investigate
the Olmsted design office, and to learn about the tools, steps and people
involved in park-making; create a 3D park model-based on client needs,
to better understand how thoughtfully-designed parks strengthen communities.

A ranger facilitates a student discussion about the
Fairsted landscape.

Students then tour the Historic Design Office to find out how various
tools were used to solve an authentic c.1890 park design problem, the
construction of Scarboro Pond in Franklin Park. Before visiting Olmsted
NHS, students conduct a material culture worksheet to theorize how an
historic tool (reproductions are used) was used in this process. While on
tour, they learn the tools and steps involved in the design process, and
discover the knowledge and skills required by the profession, and share
and build upon their classroom theories. To conclude, students try and
imagine themselves in the active Olmsted office and choose the job that
suites their interest..
Learning from the living museum of the Fairsted landscape, students conduct an artistic and scientific study of plant material. Individual and group
reflections allow them to discover how design decisions, specifically plant
selection and arrangement, affect the character and function of a place.

Third graders theorize how a plum bob assists in
the park design process.

In the Olmsted Model Shop students work in teams to design a park
landscape. They listen to clients, deliberate ideas, build a 3D model to
communicate their design ideas, and then describe how their designs satisfy client needs and help strengthen the surrounding community.
Post-visit activities extend learning beyond the on-site program and
provide students with opportunities to share how their understanding of
landscape architecture and the design process has changed as a result of
their Fairsted experience.
Teachers can choose one or more activities to complete with students
after their field trip. These include Explore the Emerald Necklace: What
does the Emerald Necklace reveal about its past? What will be its future?
Investigating an Olmsted-Designed Park: What was the firm’s vision for
this park? What does it look like today? What will you recommend to public
officials? And Landscape Architecture Today: Who are today’s landscape
architects? How do they work and how is their work related to you?

Students work collaboratively to design parks
to meet the needs of their clients.
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Thanks to Brianne Cassetta of the National Park Service for her help with
this article and for providing the photographs .

A look back (and forward)
The Need for Environmental Activism

A

fter generations of industrialization, pollution was threatening the health of Americans. With federal acknowledgment and guidelines the pollution which had become
a way of life had the potential to be reversed. The Clean Water Act and the Clean Air
Act enabled reversal of negative trends and progress toward a healthier environment.
Dense, visible smog in many of the nation’s cities and industrial centers helped to prompt
passage of the 1970 federal Clean Air Act legislation. The Clean Air Act is the law that
defines the Environmental Protection Agency’s responsibilities for protecting and improving
the nation’s air quality. To protect public health and welfare nationwide, the Clean Air Act
requires the EPA to establish national ambient air quality standards for certain common and
widespread pollutants based on the latest science. EPA has set air quality standards for six
common “criteria pollutants”: particulate matter, ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide,
carbon monoxide, and lead. States are required to adopt enforceable plans to achieve and
maintain air quality meeting the air quality standards, and provisions minimized pollution
increases from motor vehicles and from new or expanded industrial plants.

The Act also contains specific provisions to address hazardous or toxic air pollutants that
pose health risks such as cancer or environmental threats such as bioaccumulation of heavy
metals; acid rain that damages both forests and aquatic life; and chemical emissions that deplete the stratospheric ozone layer, which protects us from skin cancer and eye damage.
As amended in 1972, the Clean Water Act (CWA) established the basic structure for
regulating pollutant discharges into the waters of the United States. Congress gave the
EPA the authority to implement pollution control programs such as setting wastewater
standards for industry and establishing water quality criteria safe for humans, wildlife,
and aquatic life. Federal legislation led the way to local legislation such as the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act establishing the policy of the state to protect the natural
integrity of rivers and to encourage and establish open space along rivers taking into
consideration protection of water supply, wildlife habitat, flood control, storm damage
prevention, prevention of pollution, and protection of fisheries; and the Rivers Protection Act of 1996, protecting nearly 9,000 miles of Massachusetts riverbanks. Further
land protection had been added in 1972 by Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution
which provides that “the people shall have the right to clean air and water, freedom from
excessive and unnecessary noise, and the natural, scenic, historic, and esthetic qualities of
their environment; and the protection of the people in their right to the conservation,
development and utilization of the agricultural, mineral, forest, water, air and other
natural resources is hereby declared to be a public purpose” requires that lands and easements taken or acquired for “conservation, development and utilization of the agricultural, mineral, forest, water, air and other natural resources” “shall not be used for other
purposes or otherwise disposed of except by. . . a two thirds vote” of the legislature.

Before and after pictures of Allerton
Overlook in the Emerald Necklace. Years
of citizen advocacy have contributed to
well maintained, beautiful parks.

The latest wave of environmentalism has focused on reduction of carbon emissions and
clean energy development and energy conservation. Throughout it all, the importance
of land to our quality of life and as a contributor to a healthy environment has been
a guiding principle of Brookline GreenSpace Alliance and the movement to protect
America’s natural spaces. While federal policies are being weakened in the current
withdrawal from federal responsibility for enforcement of environmental protections, it
remains the responsibility of local activists to speak out and remind federal elected officials that we do not want to go backwards to times of dirty air and water AND to act
locally to protect and preserve our local resources the best we can.
As we use resources more wisely, live more organically, and respect the role of trees and green space in
our lives, we honor the work of the past and continue the work of protecting the environment for the
future. So whether it is making wise personal choices, supporting regional environmental advocacy and
legislation, or joining a Park Friends group working to improve a Brookline Park there is work to be done
as we join with BGSA entering the next 30 years of its story as a voice for the green spaces of Brookline, Massachusetts.
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What We Do - Some highlights over the years
1987 Brookline GreenSpace Alliance (BGSA) is founded. BGSA founding motivated by citizen concern about
damaging use of Larz Anderson Park. The vision is for a Town-wide organization to work with individual
parks friends groups to advocate for preservation and protection of the Town’s public lands.
1988 BGSA is appointed to Moderator’s Committee to study parks and open space management.
1990 BGSA advocates for TM approval of Design Review committees for park capital improvements which
include neighbors, park commissioners and necessary consultants.
1993 BGSA rallies conservationists when Putterham Woods is threatened.
1993 BGSA acts as fiscal agent for Larz Anderson Park initiative.
1994 BGSA collaborates with U. Mass Forestry Department, the Town and the Tree Planting Committee as
they design and implement an inventory of municipal street trees performed by volunteers.
1994 BGSA collaborates with Conservation Commission on Open Space Tour focused on properties in danger
of development.
1995 Task Force on Open Space is established when BGSA raises questions about management accountabilities
and efficacy of park maintenance.
1996 BGSA sponsors Lost Pond, a video detailing efforts to preserve the nature sanctuary.
2000 BGSA organizes and sponsors Forum on Climate Change. Climate Change Action Brookline is formed
and the Town implements a Climate Action Plan
2003 BGSA takes lead in assuring the Town’s Comprehensive 10-Year Plan emphasizes a high priority on
green space and re-affirms a “no net loss of open space” provision.
2004 BGSA assumes responsibility for the Environmental Learning Project from Friends of Hall’s Pond.
2004 Earth Night Brookline is launched with showing of Pale Male at the Coolidge Corner Theatre. This
event evolves into The Muddy River Environmental Film Series, Greater Boston’s only environmental
film series.
2004 BGSA grants Friends of the Minot Rose Garden a Neighborhood Initiative Grant to help with the effort
to replant the badly deteriorating garden and continues to act as fiscal agent for the group.
2004 BGSA co-chairs the production of the Conservation Commission’s 2005 Open Space Plan.
2006 BGSA establishes a Land Acquisition committee to look at alternatives and methodologies for expanding
Brookline’s base of protected open space.

Education

Left: Brookline’s Environmental Educator with first
graders at Ward’s Pond.
Below: Spring bird walk and winter tree ID walk.
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Advocacy

Meeting with Town officials and manning information tables at public events

Land Protection

Holding the land restriction for Fisher Hill Park

Opening day at Fisher Hill Reservoir Park

GreenSpace Grove at the park

2006 BGSA lobbies to have the Parks, Open Space and Recreation Strategic Master Plan abide by provisions in
the Town’s Comprehensive Plan and Open Space Plan.
2007 BGSA launches Celebrate OUR Earth, a Town-wide Earth Day celebration encouraging volunteerism.
2007 A user-friendly map of open spaces in Brookline is created.
2008 BGSA works with Conservation Commission to protect the lands held by the Brookline Land Trust.
2008 BGSA publishes Landscapes of Brookline An Enduring Legacy, a tribute to the contribution of open
space to the quality of life in Brookline.
2009 BGSA co-chairs the production of the Conservation Commission’s 2010 Open Space Plan.
2010 BGSA holds a Forum on How Zoning Can Protect Open Space.
2010 The Alliance accepts the Conservation Restriction for 10 acre Fisher Hill Reservoir Park.
2011 BGSA puts major lobbying effort into saving the Town Arborist position to support the health of Brookline’s urban forest. This supports the creation of a new position of Supervisor of Forestry Operations.
2013 Celebrates 25 years of environmental advocacy and education
2014 PLACE highlights the importance of land protection in Brookline
2015 Makes major contribution to the Dukakis dedication in Riverway Park, the Emerald Necklace
2016 Acts as fiscal agent for Friends of Larz Anderson Park sculpture installation
2016 Supports creation of Lawton Community Garden
2016 Participates in the opening of Fisher Hill Reservoir Park
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A Major Accomplishment of
Brookline GreenSpace Alliance
Task Force on Open Space
By Frances Shedd-Fisher

T

he revival of thoughtful and enlightened management of Brookline parks began, as things often
do, with an alert and informed advocate calling attention to an issue. In 1995 Mary Dewart,
Vice President of Brookline GreenSpace Alliance at the time, called for a meeting of the Executive Committee of the BGSA board. She had a concern she wanted to discuss: Longwood Playground,
also known as Lawrence Park, had undergone planned capital improvements fairly recently, but a lack
of maintenance since the rehab had resulted in so much deterioration that the improvements were all
but lost. Mary pointed out that this was not just a matter of the “appearance” of the park but also of
functionality and safety, and that the long-term viability of the resource was impaired by the neglect.
If it were true at Lawrence, might it also be true at other parks? And, in that case, weren’t precious
capital resources regularly being wasted?
Mary prepared a succinct “white paper” outlining the issues at Lawrence and I, President of BGSA at
the time, called for a meeting with the Town Administrator, Rich Kelliher and Chair of the Board of
Selectmen, Donna Kalikow. We made the case: BGSA was questioning the efficacy of our parks maintenance program, which we saw as a multi-faceted issue, including efficient use of capital. We made
the point that we weren’t sure where the fault lay but that it seemed clear that a thorough investigation was called for. We suspected that Lawrence Park was the tip of the iceberg. The central question:
was the Town’s maintenance program serving citizens and preserving tax-payer investments?
Both the Town Administrator and the Chair of the BOS agreed that an investigation was called for.
We quickly decided that this should be an “all hands on deck” review. We created a Task Force on
Open Space with Donna Kalikow and myself as co-chairs. The Task Force drew in elected officials,
Town management and staff, representatives of all boards and commissions with any relevance to the
management of our open spaces, as well as open space advocates in a collaborative process. Over a period of more than three years the Task Force accomplished a review of parks and open space management in the Town resulting in a reorganization of open space management and the creation of a new
division to enhance service and assure proper maintenance to protect assets and investments.
In addition to creating a new division of Parks and Open Space, the resulting changes included
•

Re-establishing middle management layers lost as a result of cuts related to Massachusetts
tax legislation in the early 1980’s (Following this move, middle management was eventually
restored in other divisions as well.)

•

Increased maintenance dollars to protect open space assets, including allocations for conservation lands

•

Structural changes in maintenance, particularly with respect to historic landscapes like Larz
Anderson, and with respect to street trees

•

Greater transparency in process with more constructive communications among boards and
commissions

•

A longer term goal of creating Master Plans for all major open space assets

•

And, finally, a recommendation that Town personnel be encouraged to give support to worthy
citizen initiatives.

Subsequently, Brookline GreenSpace Alliance participated in the interview process for the director of
the new and broadened position of Director of Parks and Open Space, which led to the hiring of the
first director of the new division, Erin Chute Gallentine, who is still serving very effectively in that role
today.
BGSA is rightly proud of these achievements, which could only have been accomplished in a community that values its legacy of beautiful and historic parks, playgrounds, sanctuaries and fields. I am personally proud to have been a part of one of BGSA’s most significant endeavors over its 30 year history.
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From the Friends Groups
Friends of Leverett Pond attended the April 21 ribbon-cutting ceremony at Emmanuel College which marked the completion of Phase
1 of the Muddy River Restoration Project. The friends group has been
involved in restoration of the Emerald Necklace park system since the
writing of the Master Plan in 1984. Phase 2 in Boston and Brookline,
up and downstream from the Phase 1 area, is currently being designed
by the Army Corps of Engineers. It will include only the Flood Control portion of the Restoration, including dredging around Riverway
Island and the sediment island at the Village Brook outfall. Design
should be complete this summer, and construction from 2018 to
2021. The Environmental Improvements portion of Phase 2—which
includes more extensive dredging, landscaping and shoreline restoration —is unfunded, and could cost up to $50 million, based on 2001
estimates adjusted for inflation.
For example, the “island” at the Village Brook outfall, about 1,000 cubic yards of
sediment, will be dredged to improve flood control; but the general dredging of
another 28,000 cubic yards envisioned for environmental restoration will not be
included. Similarly, the dredging of 5,000 cubic yards of accumulated sediment in
Willow Pond has been completely excluded.

Phase 2 will not include
landscaping and shoreline
restoration

Boston and Brookline officials are now contemplating a “Phase 3” which would continue the environmental restoration, including tree planting and shoreline stabilization. Creativity in finding new public and private funding sources for the estimated
$50 million needed is imperative.

Friends of Dane Park

Town Park Ranger Alex Cassie works with Friends of Dane Park.
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Friends of the Minot Rose Garden

Spring

pruning

with Master Rosarian David Cannistraro and
Friends of the Minot Rose Garden

The Friends of the Minot Rose Garden’s seasons are marked by two major events,
one is the Spring Pruning Workshop, with our Master Rosarian David Cannistraro.
Photo by Jean Stringham

Saturday, April 15th • 12:30 - 3:00 pm
(RAIN DATE April 22)

Learn pruning techniques from a master rosarian and have fun too! New volunteers are welcome,
no previous experience necessary. This workshop is free and open to the public. Please wear long
sleeves and pants (thorns!) and bring gardening gloves and hand pruners if you have them. Some
tools available on-site. For further information, contact the friends at minotroses@verizon.net

MINOT ROSE GARDEN, BROOKLINE
CORNER OF ST. PAUL & BROWNE

Support for Friends
Groups
One of the primary objectives of the
Brookline GreenSpace Alliance is to support and foster volunteer groups who help
care for our parks. Park Friends groups’
contribution to the quality of life in Brookline is invaluable and BGSA acts as their
backup system.
The Umbrella functions of the Alliance
include acting as fiscal agent; promoting
activities throughout the year through
email announcements, Facebook and Twitter; holding informational meetings with
the Park & Recreation Commissioner; and
hosting gatherings to exchange ideas.
By supplying a strong network of park volunteers, BGSA enables individual groups to
raise funds for special projects, attract more
people to their parks, and foster a sense of
stewardship throughout Brookline.

